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Abstract:   
This paper explores the relationship between museums and the neighborhoods around them. It 
looks specifically at the Wagner Free Institute of Science in North Philadelphia. The research 
begins with the founding of the Wagner in 1855, then focuses on major changes in the institution 
and community through the 20th century, and ends with an observational analysis of the 
relationship today. The Wagner and its neighborhood had a close relationship through the 
1950’s, when the neighborhood experienced a rapid demographic change and the Wagner 
simultaneously reduced its programs. This is a break from the founding ideals of the Wagner, 
which especially targeted underserved audiences. Today the relationship is murkier, the 
neighborhood is once again going through a period of rapid demographic change, but the 
Wagner does not view its neighborhood as its primary audience.  This paper, ultimately, tries to 
explore the idea of communities: how communities are defined and who decides which 
communities are relevant. Museums and community engagement is increasingly important to 
national organizations like the American Alliance of Museums. Therefore, this project ends by 
exploring the multiple layers of responsibility that museums and their communities have to each 
other.  
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Preface:  
In December 2011, I was looking for an URBS 300 internship placement.  I had a 
meeting with Loa Traxler, Associate Deputy Director, at the University of Pennsylvania Museum 
of Archaeology and Anthropology. In the course of our conversation, she asked me about the 
work I do with the Netter Center for Community Partnerships. I described their University-
Assisted Community School model, effectively, schools as hubs for their communities. 
 Dr. Traxler posed a new possibility, that museums should do this too. Museums also have 
the capacity and maybe even the responsibility to serve the communities that they are in.  
 This conversation was the seed for this thesis. As a child, I had been very exposed to 
museums, but I had never really thought about what museums were supposed to be. I began to 
read more and more about museums and civic engagement, museums and social responsibility, 
and museums and community. This last topic was coming up over and over again. It interested 
me, but it frustrated me. Scholars and practitioners were studying and writing about museums 
and communities, but this conversation had stated from neighborhood museums. 
 Returning to my conversation with Dr. Traxler, I began to think about the role of 
museums in their neighborhoods, a specific and unique type of community. Half of my research 
question was set; I was interested in the role of museums in their neighborhoods. But which 
museum?  
 Around this time, I spoke to Steven Conn, Director of the Public History Program at the 
Ohio State University. Dr. Conn, suggested the Anacostia Community Museum, the first 
American museum explicitly created around a neighborhood, but I was not convinced.   
 Towards the end of our conversation, he mentioned the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
in North Philadelphia. I had never been to the Wagner, but my interest was piqued. Even before 
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my first visit, three aspects of the Wagner made it compelling: it was founded in 1855 (providing 
it with a very long history), it was in an interesting neighborhood, and it has always been free. 
With a topic and a case study, it felt that the seed was taking root.  
 As this preface alludes to, this would not have been possible without the help of many, 
many people. The Urban Studies department provided me with a Hassenfeld Summer Research 
Grant and the help of Elaine Simon, Vicky Karkov, and Tim Weaver. In addition, my URBS 400 
senior seminar provided deadlines and much needed structure for this paper. I am very thankful 
to Eric Schneider and my classmates in his section for all of their feedback. 
I also owe a huge thank you to everyone in the Civic Scholars program. I want to thank 
Suzanne Lyons, Arlene Fernandez, David Grossman, and Walter Licht, not just for their support 
on this paper, but for making Penn feel like my university. I am also incredibly grateful for all 
my fellow Civic Scholars, but especially the class of 2013.  
 Next, I appreciate the efforts of my Anthropology Thesis advisor, Richard Leventhal. Dr. 
Leventhal helped me explore the idea of community and responsibility. He was always willing to 
provide feedback and served as a tremendous resource.   
 Last, thank you Liz and Pallavi for all of your support throughout this process, for 
making me laugh, and for laughing with me, not just on this paper, but for the past four years. 
Most of all, I want to thank my parents. You got fully behind my thesis topic and helped me 
from beginning to end. But most of all thank you for taking me to my first museum.  
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Introduction   
“We have long stood in need of such an institution in this city. And now there has been one 
provided by the munificence of its founder, it should be our duty to keep it up; not only to give it 
our best wishes, but our most hearty co-operation, to promote its growth and usefulness.”  
-Pennsylvania Inquirer, 1865 on the founding of the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
 
The Wagner Free Institute of Science (also referred to as “the Wagner,” “the institute,”  
and “WFIS”) sits on the southwestern corner of 17th Street and Montgomery Avenue in North 
Philadelphia. The property takes up a full square block and is surrounded by a wrought iron 
fence. The building itself is a boxy, two-story structure, painted white with green accents. It 
looks old, perhaps abandoned. At the front gate is a wooden and glass box announcing the 
Wagner Free Institute of Science, incorporated 1855. Behind the gates, the visitor is instructed to 
ring the doorbell for admission.  
 The museum itself is upstairs. Row after row of glass cases are filled with William 
Wagner’s personal collection of flora and fauna. Neat, hand- or type-written labels accompany 
rows of seashells, rocks, crustaceans, and small and large mammals. The museum has little 
signage and even less technology. It looks nothing like a contemporary “science museum,” no 
touch screen computers, no interactive displays. Simply rows of wood and glass.  
 Downstairs are offices, a small gift shop, a research library, archives, and a large lecture 
room.  A three-sided stage is sunken beneath rows of wooden stadium seating. This space is still 
used for lectures and other events, although most of the Wagner’s adult education programs now 
take place off site. At one time, throngs filled this room daily to listen to lectures, including those 
presented by William Wagner himself.  
 The Wagner Free Institute of Science started from the private collection of gentleman 
scientist William Wagner.  In 1847, he began offering free lectures from his home, but, due to 
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the large crowds, moved his lectures to Spring Garden Hall on 13th and Spring Garden Streets. 
The first lectures from Spring Garden Hall were delivered in 1855, the year the WFIS was 
incorporated.1 Architect John McArthur, Jr. was commissioned to design a museum to house 
Wagner’s collection. This free-standing building at 17th Street and Montgomery Avenue, was 
opened to the public in 1865 and has been the museum’s home ever since.2  
 The Wagner’s façade has not changed much in the past 150 years, however the 
neighborhood has. It transitioned from an elite white area to a poor African American 
neighborhood in twenty years and is changing again today. For the purposes of this research, I 
define the neighborhood as the area within walking-distance, or roughly a one-half mile radius, 
of the building. This neighborhood, has many names including North Philadelphia, 
TempleTown, Cecil B. Moore, and Grenhills. A further exploration of these names occurs in the 
findings. I generally refer to this areas as “the neighborhood.” More specific sections, such as 
TempleTown, will be referred to by name.   
This paper seeks to understand the role of museums in their communities. More 
specifically, this paper seeks to understand the role of the Wagner Free Institute of Science in its 
neighborhood. My central question is: what was the role of the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
in its neighborhood from 1865 to today? To answer this, two sub questions emerged: what is the 
Wagner Free Institute of Science and how has it changed over time? Who lives in the 
neighborhood and how has that changed over time?  
 The literature review provides a brief history of museums, focusing especially on their 
purpose and audience. It also looks at issues facing museums today, including the financial state 
of museums, education and museums, and museums and community engagement. This last topic                                                         
1 Wagner Free Institute of Science, 1883:9 
2 Wagner Free Institute of Science, 1883:13 
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is most important. I explore the literature on museums and community, larger anthropological 
conceptions of community, and the specific role of museums in their neighborhoods.  The 
findings weave the histories of the Wagner and the neighborhood, focusing on moments of 
transformation. I also explore the relationship between the two—looking at the nature of the 
neighborhood as a community and role of the Wagner in this neighborhood. The paper concludes 
with a framework to understand what “community” means to the Wagner, why they Wagner 
should be concerned with its neighborhood, and the ways that they must be responsible for each 
other. 
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Methods  
 In order to fully understand the role of the Wagner Free Institute of Science and its 
neighborhood I needed to learn more about both the museum and the community. To explore the 
Wagner, I used the museum’s archives. I relied heavily on the available annual reports. I began 
with annual reports from 1855-1859, 1870, 1883, and 1894. Annual reports or bulletins were also 
available for every year from 1911-2009, excluding 1925 and 1947. In addition, I used Roll 
Books to find total attendance and course attendance from 1886-1979 excluding 1891, 1898, 
1902-1905, and 1956. These Roll Books provided home addresses for students from 1905-1950. 
I used data from every five years and mapped the home addresses for all students listed. Finally, 
I surveyed the programs, courses, and events to sketch a picture of the types of programming and 
services the Wagner offered over time.  
To understand more about the intentions of William Wagner, the museum’s founder, I 
used several lectures on education that he delivered. These provided his views on education and 
the role of education in his institution. 
For information on the Wagner today, I interviewed the institute’s Director, Susan 
Glassman, I talked with two WFIS course instructors, and spoke with four students from courses 
offered in the spring of 2013.  
This data is limited in many ways. Much of the historical data presents the Wagner’s 
“official” position. The annual reports were intended to flaunt the accomplishments of the 
institution and, perhaps, enhance the legacy of its founder. Since these reports are only 
accompanied by Wagner’s public remarks they present a very polished image of the organization 
and its ideals. The contemporary data on the institution is balanced by the experiences of the 
students who are engaged in the Wagner’s programming.  
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Next, I explored the history of the neighborhood focusing on the demographics of the 
people who have lived there.  I defined the neighborhood as the area within one-half mile of the 
building. This is bounded to north by Susquehanna Avenue, to the south by Master Street, to the 
east by Broad Street, and to the west by 21st Street. When analyzing US Census Bureau data, I 
use the smallest geographic area that includes this whole area.  
In order to understand who lived in the neighborhood, I used each United States 
Census Bureau decennial census from 1850 through 2010. I was interested in demographic data 
such as total population, race and immigration status, and education and income of the residents 
in this neighborhood. I wanted to know how these characteristics changed over time and how 
they compared to the city as a whole. I took most of my census data from Social Explorer. 
However, I audited this data and filled in gaps by returning to the original documents available 
on the Census Bureau’s website. Occasionally I have supplemented my census data with maps of 
the city available through the Athenaeum of Philadelphia. I used the maps to compare different 
geographic boundaries employed by the Census Bureau over time. 
The census data proved very tricky. The early census data was collected by wards, 
whose boundaries changed census to census. However, wards were not used every year, which 
meant neighborhood level data was not available for 1880, 1900, 1920, or 1930. By 1940, census 
tracts were introduced. While their boundaries might also change over time, it was much easier 
to duplicate areas covered by census tracts. The different census boundaries are indicated in this 
map: 
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Figure 1: Census Boundaries 1850-2010 
The data collected also varied. I was interested in total population, race and 
immigration status (measured by racial categories, which changed year to year), and education 
and income (measures included literacy rates, educational attainment, poverty rates, 
unemployment rates, and sector of employment). By using multiple metrics to understand these 
three areas I hope to accommodate for changes in available data.  
Community members and institutions also played an important part in understanding 
the neighborhood today. I observed many spaces in the neighborhood, including formal 
community meetings. I also conducted interviews with three community leaders and a Temple 
University professor. 
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Literature Review  
 
Museums are cannibalistic in appropriating other peoples’ material for their own study and 
interpretation, and they confine their representations to glass box display cases. There is a glass 
box for everyone.        Ames, 1992: 3 
 
 
To understand a specific museum, I first needed to explore what museums are. In 
America today there are over 17,500 museums3 that recieve over 850 million visitors each year, 
“more than attendees of all major sporting events and theme parks combined.”4 Yet, there is also 
tremendous diversity in the landscape of museums. I begin by exploring this history to see who 
museums have served and what their purpose has been. Then, I look at the issues facing 
American museums today—especially museum-community engagement. Finally, look at the 
relationship between museums and community and how neighborhoods fit into this conversation.  
A Brief History of Museums 
The origin of the word museum comes from the Greek mouseion, cult sites devoted to the 
muses. One of the earliest museums was the Museum of Alexandria, founded in 280 BCE by 
Ptolemy I Soter.5 This classical museum was designed for “learned discourse in the presence of 
its objects,” which spanned both art and science.6 Ancient museums were “a kind of institute of 
advanced study with many prominent scholars in residence.” These museums were also state 
institutions.7 They supported “the purposes of the state in a manner that enhanced the 
sovereign’s prestige and extended his reach to include the less tangible, but not less significant 
realm of knowledge.”8 The earliest museums were intended for scholars, they contained a wide                                                         
3 “Facts,” American Alliance of Museums 
4 “About Museums,” American Alliance of Museums 
5 Abt, 2006: 115-116, Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 3 
6 Abt, 2006: 122, Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 3 
7 Abt, 2006: 115-116, Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 3-4 
8 Abt, 2006: 116  
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range of objects, and they supported the state that ran them. In many ways, the classical museum 
set the groundwork for the modern museum. 
While churches and palaces held large repositories of art during the Middle Ages (some 
captured in the Crusades), museums did not thrive again until the Renaissance.9 During the Age 
of Exploration, “European culture experienced something like the ‘startle reflex’ one can observe 
in infants: eyes widened, arms outreached, breathing stilled, the whole body momentarily 
convulsed.”10 Museums spread across Europe to document the wonder of the New World. Many 
names existed for these spaces (studiolo, gabinetto, Wunderkammer (wonder cabinet), galleria, 
Kunstkammer (curiosity cabinet)). These names invoked the wonder they captured, but the 
referenced “cabinet” or “studio” was usually a full sized room or rooms designed specifically to 
display the objects. The name that endured was musaeum. The knowledge held in these musaeum 
was based on the collection of specimens, often mixing nature (naturalia), man-made objects 
(artificialia), and art (galleria). These cabinets, like classical museums, spanned a range of 
topics—art, science, nature, curios—often in the same collection.11  
Amassing these collections was costly and many collectors had to turn to royalty or church 
leaders to provide financial support. The legacy of the benefactors was preserved, as in 
Francesco I de’ Medici’s Uffizi, which was meant to glorify the prince, celebrate his power, and 
to impress his importance upon his subjects.12 These museums were also interested in presenting 
a message, even a moralizing message. Imperato’s museum included a display of a stuffed 
pelican stabbing itself in the breast. While the taxidermist had never seen a live pelican, he chose 
to display it according to a belief, espoused by Pliny the Elder, that pelicans tore their breasts 
                                                        
9 Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 5, Barrett, 2011: 46 
10 Greenblatt, 1991  
11 Abt, 2006:120, Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 5  
12 Abt, 2006: 120-122 
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trying to revive the dead young with the blood of the parents. This belief was also grounded in 
Christian iconography and symbolism.13 However, these spaces were rarely open to the public 
and “remained the playthings of princes, popes, and plutocrats.”14 Renaissance museums housed 
diverse collections from around the world, limited access, and were intended to aggrandize their 
benefactors.  
As the Enlightenment threw European nations into the flux of revolution, museums also 
changed. Museums became more “public.” New social idealism was spreading across the 
continent and privileged the new idea that museums “had a purpose and value other than as 
private collections for the personal interest of their owner.”15 Some of these museums were royal 
collections, like the Louvre, that were being turned into a “truly public space, one in which the 
treasures of the people’s adversaries were now rendered accessible.”16 At others, this “access” 
was still restricted by royalty and was “for a purpose that redounded to the monarchy’s 
interest.”17  
Other museums, including the Ashmolean Museum, were private collections donated to 
“the public” to ensure greater access for future scholars. Elias Ashmole donated his collection to 
Oxford University. The museum had ten rooms to house the collections and three larger rooms 
for “public” use. Museums were often research spaces, so the Ashmolean Museum was also 
equipped with laboratories to conduct experiments. This museum was supposed to spread its 
knowledge to the public. It was open daily, except Sundays and holidays. Visitors were to be 
                                                        
13 Weschelr, 1995: 83 
14 Abt, 2006: 120, Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 5 
15 Barrett, 2011: 46-49 
16 Abt, 2006: 127-128 
17 Ibid: 127 
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guided through the collections, although this was apparently not practiced, and admission was a 
sliding scale based on income.18  
In both cases, European museums began systemizing display. Scientific artifacts were 
structured according to taxonomies and national history was used to show “progress.” Both 
reinforced the idea that nature and culture should be kept under glass.19 In both national and 
privately owned museums, knowledge production and classification were emphasized and a new 
interest in serving the public emerged. 
By the Industrial Revolution, museums were increasingly public, but increasingly 
controlling. As governments increased social programs, so did museums. Through the 1800s 
museums embraced educational and welfare programs to improve the working classes.20 
Museums were supposed to lure the lower classes away from bad influences (such as the public 
houses of the time) and transform “the despised Tom, Dick, and Harry” into “the Thomas H. 
Huxley, Richard Owens, and P. Henry Grosses of the next generation”21 Museums became a 
“temple,” a place where an educated individual would be presented a view of the world that was 
“in some way consistent with the values they held to be good, with the collective representations 
they held to be appropriate, and with the view of social reality they held to be true.”22 This type 
of museum, one that instructed its audience and sought to elevate the poor, was brought to 
America.  
 
                                                        
18 Abt, 2006: 123-125 
19 Alexander & Alexander, 2008: 9-10, Ames, 1992: 17, 23 
20 Ames, 1992: 16-20 
21Barrett, 2011: 49-52 
22 Ames, 1992: 21 
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A Fascination with Stuff: Museums arrive in America 
Museums really began to develop in America during the Victorian era.23 They were 
grounded in two phenomena of the time: the rapid building of new institutions and a “fascination 
with stuff.”24 A new wealthy, business class was developing who had more money and bought 
more things. Museums, along with other institutions, such as department stores, were part of this 
“culture of acquisitiveness.”25 Few of these institutions were publicly owned. Unlike in Europe, 
here “collections were rarely of interest to federal, state, or municipal officials.”26 Therefore, 
wealthy, private citizens used their money to “acquire great collections” and their social 
connections to form museums.27 These benefactors used the institutions to legitimate their 
fortunes, glorify their wealth, and flaunt their good taste.28  
American museums also conducted original research. After the Civic War, objects (not 
books) were seen as sources of knowledge and museums (not universities) were where 
knowledge was produced.29 Museums in the late 19th century were the “last great encyclopedic 
project, undertaken at a moment when many believed that objects, systematically arranged, could 
make perfect sense of the world.”30 Museums then shared their research with the general public, 
and almost anyone was admitted to these institutions.31 They were seen as central “in the 
intellectual, and therefore moral, life of the age.”32 H. A. Hagen believed scientific collections 
                                                        
23Abt, 2006: 130, Conn, 1998: 13  
24 Conn, 1998: 13 
25 Ibid 
26 Abt, 2006: 130 
27 Abt, 2006: 130-131, Elliott & Kinard, 1972: 8 
28 Conn, 1998: 10 
29 Ibid: 15 
30 Ibid: 31 
31 Conn, 1998: 16 & Abt, 2006: 131 
32 Conn, 1998: 16 
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should be used to advance knowledge and museums should create “collections for public 
instruction.”33  
Some scholars take a positive approach to the public nature of museums, describing them 
as having the “deliberate desire to diffuse useful knowledge” and, unlike European museums, 
“began and…remained wide open.”34 This sentiment is echoed by 19th century newspaper-man, 
Edwin Lawrence Godkin who described museum goers as “those who cannot themselves give 
much time or means to the collection, classification, and study of specimens” but who would be 
interested in looking at these types of collections.35 
However, not all scholars see such altruistic intentions to museums. Museums presented a 
positivist view of the world and were intended to elevate the morals of working classes and new 
immigrants to make them well-mannered citizens.36 These spaces were for the working class, but 
they were not of the working class. Museums were disciplinary spaces where the public “was 
educated about how to behave and what culture mattered.”37 They were often paternalistic, 
“envisioned as potential surrogate religious institutions, calculated to help preserve family and 
social values.”38 And the power of museums was so strong that “there seem[ed] to be a prevalent 
idea that if the populace can only be got to walk about a great building filled with tall glass-
cases, full of beautiful objects, especially when illuminated by the electric light, they will 
become civilized.”39 While these museums purported to be open to the public, it is not clear who 
was invited in. Even if there was no cost to enter, the buildings were often foreboding or located 
                                                        
33 Hagen, 1876 in Genoways & Andrei, 2008: 48 
34 Poweel, 1984: 18 
35 Godkins, 1865 in Genoways & Andrei, 2008: 37 
36 Conn, 1998: 5-6 
37 Barrett, 2011: 51-59 
38 Abt, 2006: 132, Schwarzer, 2006: 3, Barrett, 2011: 51, 57 
39 Barrett, 2011: 50 
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in restricted areas of the city.40 Museums, when they came to America, were usually private 
endeavors that conducted research and then presented that knowledge to the public—often to 
uplift less desirable citizens. 
In many ways the Wagner Free Institute of Science fits this description. It was founded 
by a wealthy businessman turned collector, it was able to conduct and present original research 
through its collection of objects, and it aimed to educate working class Philadelphians to make 
them better citizens and laborers.  
Another Philadelphia museum, the Franklin Institute, displays a slightly different legacy. 
The Franklin Institute was incorporated in 1824 for “the Promotion and Encouragement of 
Manufactures and the Mechanic and Useful arts.”41 Unlike many museums of the time, the 
Franklin was not started by elite citizens nor was it organized around a personal collection of 
objects. Samuel V. Merrick and Professor William H. Keating founded the Franklin. When 
Merrick was only 21 years old, he applied for membership at a local mechanics association, but 
was deemed unqualified. Keating, who was a professor of chemistry, had just been dissuaded 
from establishing a new science center in the city.42  
They used their rejections to create the Franklin, with a much more egalitarian focus than 
many other museums of the day. Membership was open to “men and women, without regard to 
distinctions of race, nationality or religion, the only requirements for admission being good 
character and friendly interest in its work.”43  
The Franklin disseminated knowledge through courses of lectures, the formation of a 
mechanical and architectural drawing school in 1924, and the formation of language school in 
                                                        
40 Schwarzer, 2006 
41 Wahl, 1895: 3 
42 Ibid: 4 
43 Ibid: 13 
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1926. By 1927, 300 students were enrolled. When Central High School opened, the language 
school was closed, but the drawing school remained.44 The Franklin also operated a library that 
was available to its members, published a journal for wider dissemination of knowledge, and 
began putting up exhibitions throughout the city.45  
The message of the Franklin Institute was both practical, providing job skills for workers 
in manufacturing and mechanical arts, but it was also idealistic, founded by young men who had 
been shunned from older institutions. This democratic message is best seen in the efforts at 
public works projects and reports taken on by the institute. These projects included a report on 
waterpower, investigating the explosion of steam boilers, the establishment of a weather bureau, 
and the standardization of the screwdriver, amongst others, and put the knowledge of the institute 
into practice.46 Although founded in the 19th century, the Franklin Institute reflects many of the 
values of 20th century museums.  
American Museums in the 20th Century 
 Museums were on the rise in 20th century America. Yet, as “the curtain fell on 
epistemology based in objects, museums left he center stage of American intellectual life.”47 
Through the 1920’s museums were at the center of scientific research and knowledge production. 
However, universities began to “professionalize knowledge” and surpassed museums as the 
primary source of knowledge creation. Owning knowledge was not just about where it was 
produced, but also about the intended audience. Museums were once the educational centers for 
both the novice and the expert, but experts turned to universities for new knowledge, and 
museums were tasked with educating lay people, especially children.48                                                          
44 Ibid: 19-20 
45 Ibid: 23-28, 34-39, & 40-52 
46 Ibid, 1895: 53-58 
47 Conn, 1998: 31 
48 Ibid: 16-18 
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Some museums, such as the Newark Museum, responded well. The Newark Museum’s 
founder and president, John Cotton Dana, embraced this idea and called on museums to teach 
and serve.49 Dana felt that museums, like libraries had been in the earliest part of the 20th 
century, were underutilized. He thought museum were “supposed to produce…beneficial effects 
on their respective communities,” but too few museums were actually doing this.50 For the 
Newark Museum, the primary concern was to serve the needs of Newarkers.51 The Newark 
museum reinvented the museum concept in several ways. One of these was through their 
Museum Lending Collection. Started in 1914, this was a collection of objects that could be lent 
to schools or individuals. Dana felt that the museum “should make itself each year more and 
more useful to the young people in our schools, providing objects to be shown at the Museum, 
and others to be lent to classrooms…Small collections of objects should be lent to individuals, 
groups and societies whenever these things are more useful to the community...than when resting 
unseen and unused in the museum building.”52 Few museums adopted lending collections and 
many struggled with this new educational role.  
During the 1920s the educational role of museums was being rejected as a new 
generation of American elites were using their money to acquire new objects. Populism was 
triumphing over egalitarianism.53 This was short lived; as the Depression set in. Museums re-
emphasized education and it remained a focus of museums through the 1950s.54  
In the 1960s museums began to think more about inclusion. Kenneth Hudson said “the 
most fundamental change that has affected museums during the [past] half century…is the 
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almost universal conviction that they exist in order to serve the public.”55 Cities were rapidly 
changing and museums had become “beached whales,” designed to serve a middle class, white 
audience who were now living in the suburbs. Museums needed to think of a new way to relate 
that was “meaningful for both the institution and its audience.”56  
Some of this movement was spurred by comments made by then Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, S. Dillon Ripley.  In 1966, he challenged his institution to try “taking 
museums to the people.” Within a year the Anacostia Neighborhood Museum was founded as a 
branch of the Smithsonian in a largely low-income, African American community in 
Washington, DC. It was established on the premise that the traditional Smithsonian museums did 
not serve large sectors of the Washington, D.C. population.57  
The Anacostia’s first director, James Kinard, believed most museums were struggling. 
They “can no longer serve only the intellectually elite…Any institutions that call themselves 
museums and do not note…the overwhelming possibilities for service to the community should 
rethink their position.”58 He recognized that, “a neighborhood museums will not eradicate 
poverty and ignorance.” They were still important because, “people do not, and perhaps cannot, 
take advantage of the opportunities now available to them to learn about the wider world, it 
seems well worth trying to bring some part of the cultural resources of their society to them.”59 
In addition, Kinard believed that “the community also begins to discover its own identity through 
the museum and to take pride in that identity. Their sense of community broadens.”60 
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 Director Kinard offered suggestions for good neighborhood museums. He said they  
“must attract a significant number of neighborhood people on all levels.” He encouraged staff 
members to live in the neighborhood and understand the history of the community, staff should 
be sensitive to the current issues the neighborhood faces, and staff members should have an 
understanding of the leadership in the neighborhood. These leaders should be included in an 
advisory committee, “made up of all segments of the…community,”61 and neighborhood 
residents should be allowed to “express their ideas and interests” through the museum. Finally, 
the programming and exhibitions of the museum should reflect the interest of community 
members.62  
The neighborhood museum idea spread. Museums became spaces that could promote 
“communal empowerment.”63 In the fall of 1969, El Museo del Barrio was opened in East 
Harlem, New York. It was created out of a public school art program and was intended to feature 
Puerto Rican artists. El Museo was created with the support of local community organizations 
including the Young Lords and the Real Great Society.64  
Less successful attempts at working with underserved neighborhoods also occurred. In 
1969 the Metropolitan Museum of Art featured the “Harlem on My Mind” exhibit, which 
included no artists from Harlem, and drew extensive public outcry and backlash for being 
condescending and “othering.”65 Poet June Jordan published a strong critique of the exhibit 
asking,  
Take me into a museum and show me myself, show me my people, show my Soul 
America…If you cannot show me myself, if you cannot teach my children what they 
need to know—and they need to the know the truth, and they need to know that nothing                                                         
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is more important than human life—if you cannot show and teach these things, then why 
shouldn’t I attack the temples of America and blow them up?66 
 
 Beyond neighborhoods, museums across the country were increasing social programs. In 
the 1970’s museums were recommitting to the public.  At this time museums “reached out into 
the community initiating programs for…others who traditionally have felt excluded” and 
“became more accessible to more people.”67 Museums had a choice between being a temple, “an 
objective model against which to compare individual perceptions,” or a forum, which would 
allow for “confrontation, experimentation, and debate.”68 Most American museums were trying 
to be forums.  
The 20th century opened with museums reducing their research programs and expanding 
their public education efforts. Some museums embraced this and by the end of the 20th century, 
museums were more reflexive, used evaluation to rethink their purpose and their audience69, and 
tried to democratize. These were museums that “worked to make people come.”70 
 
 New Dilemmas for a New Century: American Museums Today 
Today’s museums “serve the public” by providing other services. They are trustworthy 
and “preserve and protect more than a billion objects.” They partner with schools by providing 
over 18 million instructional hours through programs on and off site. They are economic engines 
and contributed over $21 billion to the economy in 2011. And they serve every community: 22% 
of museums are in rural areas and one-third are always free to the public.71  
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Today’s museums must also consider many new challenges. Currently the American 
Alliance of Museums (formerly the American Association of Museums or AAM) is studying 
three topics related to museum growth: the economic health of museums, the role of museums in 
education, and “museums and community engagement.” This last topic has been very important 
for the AAM. In 2000, they began the Museums and Community Initiative. It was followed up 
on December 20, 2002 when the AAM Board of Directors issued the Museums and Community 
Resolution, “urging all museums to embrace their responsibility to be active and collaborative 
institutions and respond to the aspirations and needs of the citizens in their communities.”72 This 
is the topic I am most interested in. I wanted to know how museums defined community, what 
they meant by community engagement, and why museums wanted to engage their communities.  
 
Thick Communities 
 Museums have new buzz words, one of them community…they are used imprecisely but 
fervently,”73 “community,” in museum studies, is a challenging because it is used 
indiscriminately and rarely explained or identified.74 A similar vagueness is present in social 
science. Community, as Anthony Cohen describes, “is one of those words…bandied around in 
ordinary, everyday speech, apparently readily intelligible to speaker and listener.”75 After 
reviewing the literature, I define community as a thick concept that is imagined, creates identity, 
and develops belonging.  
As Cohen observes, scholars struggle to define community. However, the thickness of the 
term keeps it relevant. A term like community has multiple meanings, even if it lacks a clear 
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definition.76 For Amit and Rapport, “this kind of thickness does not make for precise definitions, 
but it does ensure that the invocation of ‘community’ is likely to have far more emotional 
resonance than a more utilitarian term like ‘group’.”77 Communities are not neutral identities; 
they inspire passion in members and are charged, emotional spaces.78 
 The earliest definitions of community were about groups of people who actually 
interacted with each other. One framework came from Ferdinand Tönnies. He contrasted 
gemeinschaft, or “communities,” which were characterized by the interactions seen in a small 
town, with gesellschaft, or “associations,” which were characterized by the less personal 
relationships seen in cities. This was countered by Emile Durkheim, who compared mechanical 
solidarity with organic solidarity. Mechanical solidarity consisted of social bonds based on 
sameness and were “automatically” developed. Organic solidarity was based on difference. Here 
labor was divided and survival of an individual depended on others outside of one’s social 
group.79 
Benedict Anderson “liberated” this concept with a new idea of imagined communities.80 
Modern communities are imagined because members no longer know each individual in their 
community, yet they are able to share an identity. However, like Cohen and others, Anderson 
recognizes that everyone who is involved will not imagine communities in the same way.81  
In spite of being imagined, communities are still based on relationships. Community 
members interact with each other and these interactions develop a sense of solidarity.82 The word 
“community” comes from the Latin communis, or common. At their core, communities “have at                                                         
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least some sense of consensus on basic values and beliefs.”83 But if communities are about 
similarities then there must also be differences.84  
 These differences between communities allow for boundary drawing, it creates an “us” 
and a “them.” “Dirt” is Mary Douglas’ term for “a foreign body…which needs to be excluded” 
from a community because “it does not have a place in “our” symbolic mapping of what belongs 
where.”85 These boundaries thus become part of the community’s identity.86 By defining 
themselves as different from another group, members of a community also reinforce their 
commonalities.87  
The boundary itself is incredibly important. Frederick Barth described the boundary as 
“often more important than the content which the boundaries enclose.”88 For Cohen, “the 
boundary encapsulates the identity of the community.” These boundaries are symbolic because 
they hold different meanings for different people, both inside and outside of the community.89  
But boundaries also occur inside community because the feeling of belonging is not 
evenly distributed.90 This alienates some people within the community.91 According to Miranda 
Joseph, communities are disciplinary tools for people who do not share, or completely share, the 
identity. These members might be fully or partly excluded from participating in the 
community.92  In this way communities can be oppressive to the people in them and often 
reinforce social hierarchies.93 
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Museums or Mausoleums?: Museum-community engagement 
For anthropologists and other social scientists, community centers on identity formation. 
In some respects, museums take a similar approach to community. The AAM’s Museum and 
Community Initiative was based on the idea that “the health of [museums] depends on becoming 
more civically engaged with a range of communities.”94 The project included six facilitated 
conversations held between July 2000 and April 2001 with over 700 people.95 These 
conversations “explored the ease and difficulty of imagining the museum as a civic enterprise.”96 
Instead of defining a specific community, “the initiative sought an expansive concept of 
community engagement, which blurs the definitions of place and transcends the idea that 
focusing on “community” means targeting people of particular demographic characteristics.”97 
This seems to be the stance of the American Alliance of Museums. They have never provided a 
single definition of “community,” but recognize that “the word ‘community’ can hold different 
meanings for different institutions.”98   
 At the same time, the vague definitions of community can be challenging. The word 
“community” can be patronizing and seen as a “kind of naïve, socially invested earnestness or as 
dumbing-down and restrictive.”99 In this way, specific definitions of community, by specific 
museums, are useful in navigating often new relationships. Several common definitions of 
community emerge including ethnic communities, new audiences, communities of knowledge, 
and local communities.  
 One of the most common definitions of museum community is an ethnic community. 
This is important for “mainstream” museums that contain objects of specific ethnic groups or in                                                         
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cities where “diverse and often culturally unrepresented citizens” are relevant.100 Minority 
groups are seeking increased representation, in their own terms, in museums. They can do this by 
“demand[ing] real power within existing institutions or establish alternate institutions.”101 Many 
ethnic communities have created separate museums to serve the needs of their specific 
community.102 These are sometimes referred to as “Hyphenated American museums.”103 They 
should be a place for conversation between people inside and outside of the community and a 
way for communities to preserve their own stories.104  
A similar thread of “community engagement” seeks to develop new or underserved 
audiences. This type of engagement creates new opportunities for “audience participants,”105 
often from “under-represented,” or “diverse” communities.106 This type of community 
engagement receives deserved apprehension that it is “just an ‘outreach’ project” to bring “so 
called ‘non-traditional’ visitors into museums.”107  
Still other museums see themselves serving “communities of practice” or people who 
share “expertise and passion for a subject.”108 These are often museums that are focused on a 
specific type of knowledge and create their communities around other people who share interest 
in this type of knowledge.109  
 The last definition of community is the neighborhood. The neighborhood is still a 
relevant community for many museums. Neighborhood museums, like the Anacostia 
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Neighborhood Museum, were where the conversation on community museums began.110 Many 
museums see themselves as serving a specific geographic space, the space where the museum is 
located.111 This neighborhood focus is important for both the museum and the community. Local 
communities may be important for “institutional survival”112 and can provide “opportunities for 
community cohesion, empowerment…and regeneration.”113  
 Since the museum and community movement began out of neighborhood museums, this 
is the type of community that I consider when looking at the Wagner Free Institute of Science. 
Many factors make the neighborhood a compelling unit of analysis. It was the foundation for 
museum-community engagement, it provides a concrete space in which to consider a 
community, and it provides many positive outcomes for both the museum and local residents. It 
is especially important for the WFIS because their physical location is important and their 
neighborhood is rapidly changing. 
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Findings  
Since 1885, the Wagner Free Institute of Science has offered free public education in Science.  It 
has national significance as a leader in adult education and today is recognized as a nationally 
important example of a nineteenth-century science museum.  The continuing mission is to offer 
contemporary science education which is supported and complemented by a commitment to 
preserve the building and collections. 
 
The institute’s museum houses more than 100,000 natural history specimens and the materials in 
the library and archives support the institute’s education mission. 
-WFIS Mission Statement, 2010  
Before examining the relationship between the Wagner Free Institute of Science and its 
neighborhood today, I needed to understand the history of the Wagner and the neighborhood.  
Founding the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
 William Wagner was born on January 15, 1796. His family lived at 25 South 2nd Street 
and later moved to 13 North 8th Street. They also had a summer home in Wissahickon, just 
outside of the city. Here Wagner began collecting rocks and minerals. Due to his passion for 
natural science and his father’s friendship with James Abercrobmbie, Wagner was admitted into 
Abercrombie’s select academy and graduated in 1808.114  
 After completing his education, William Wagner and his brother Tobias were apprenticed 
to the Philadelphia merchant Stephen Girard. Wagner became an assistant supercargo buying and 
selling goods on Girard’s behalf at various ports of call. This job allowed him to travel the world 
on Girard’s ships and amass great wealth. He was able to balance work with his passion for 
natural science. During these voyages to places from Africa to Asia, Wagner collected floral and 
faunal specimens that he had shipped back to Philadelphia.115 Outside of his work for Girard, 
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Wagner stayed involved in the scientific community within the city. He retired from professional 
work in 1840 and devoted most of his time to his collections.116  
 Over the next decade his acquisitions grew and by 1847 he had an extensive assortment 
of “minerals, shells, plants, and organic remains.”117 On June 4, 1847 he began to build a 
cabinet, like the Renaissance Era cabinets of curiosity, on his property to display these objects.  
 After building his cabinet, Wagner opened his home, Elm Grove, to visitors. He first 
greeted them on his porch, then in the dining room, and finally, in more formal gatherings in his 
cabinet itself. From 1852-1854, Wagner delivered “courses of lectures in the various departments 
of Natural History, using his specimens for illustrations”118 because he wanted to disperse 
“useful knowledge among men.”119  Impressed by the large audiences that attended the lectures 
(in spite of their distance from the heavily populated areas of Philadelphia) Wagner decided to 
open an institution “permanently organized” and “devoted to instruction in the natural 
sciences.”120 In January 1855, Wagner submitted a charter of incorporation to the state 
legislature. The charter was approved on March 9, 1855 establishing the Wagner Free Institute of 
Science.121  
 The board of trustees, William H. Allen, James Bryan, Robert E. Peterson, George M. 
Keim, and Wagner himself (who was appointed president for life), was able to secure a larger 
space at the Spring Garden Hall (located at 13th and Spring Garden Streets).122 The new location 
was inaugurated on May 21, 1855123. In the first year, courses were offered in astronomy, 
geology, physical geography, meteorology, mineralogy, chemistry, natural philosophy, botany,                                                         
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zoology, comparative anatomy and physiology, human anatomy and physiology, ethnology, 
mining and metallurgy, mechanics and mechanical engineering, civil engineering, and 
agricultural chemistry.124 The institution expanded the cabinets and library started by William 
Wagner.  
 The Institute offered courses from October to July, split into two equal sessions.  Lectures 
were open to anyone and were very popular, they “were usually filled to overflowing” and were 
offered “without money and without price to the multitudes that assembled to avail themselves of 
their enlightening influences.”125 In addition to free lectures, students could enter for college 
degrees. To earn a degree matriculates must have “a good English Education,…a pure moral 
character,” be at least seventeen years old and must study for two years, attending “four public 
lectures each day.” At first, students paid for private study with the professors, however the 
Institute wanted to endow the professorships to eliminate the fees. The Institute held Bachelor of 
Science degree ceremonies and public final examinations. Students not interested in a two year 
program could receive certificates “for such proficiency as they shall have made.”126 
The courses and lectures covered a wide range of scientific topics because the curriculum 
sought to “engage in making known the great fabric of creation, which is one vast indivisible 
system.”127 These courses were intended “for all—old and young, rich and poor, male or female, 
in every condition of life, as far as their attainment is possible” because scientific knowledge was 
“desirable for intellectual and moral cultivation, and for the preservation of life and health, and 
for innumerable practical applications to daily life.”128 The Wagner stated that “an intelligent 
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artisan acquainted with the sciences…will readily see how to apply that knowledge to his special 
pursuit.”129  
The Wagner planned to teach science “divested of all needless technicalities, and all 
harsh unusual terms” and in “vigorous, transparent, and flexible English.”130 They attributed 
their early success to the use of such language and were able to attract several hundred citizens to 
the first lectures, even after the “lecturing season” had ended.131 
The Wagner was intentional about its audience because its founder had clear goals for 
who they should be: 
• “citizens…whose leisure may permit them to attend…for their improvement or 
amusement” 
• “the youth now attending other educational institutions … to supplement their 
literary educations with afternoon science courses” 
•  “persons engaged in mechanical pursuits, who may feel the need of learning the 
nature of those materials which they employ in their daily operations” 
• “students of this Institution”132  
 
 and clear goals for what his institute should do:  
members of this Institute will manifest in this capaceous (sic) Hall their attachment to our 
original principles, and original feelings. That feeling is the love of knowledge and the 
desire to Communicate it through all ranks of the community, and especially to those, to 
whom it is most valuable, but who are least able to provide means of instruction to 
themselves. That original principle is, in the course of performing that work, to offend no 
class of citizens, and to shock no class of reasonable opinion. In that course up to this, I 
believe we have steadily persevered, and I hope we shall never depart from it133 
 
In the 19th century, higher science education was for a privileged class of people, only 
offered at the types of private societies and academies that William Wagner himself was able to 
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attend.134 He wanted the WFIS to be different. Through his lectures, Wagner espoused again and 
again the role of education for working class populations throughout the city of Philadelphia.135  
Not only did he believe that all citizens, regardless of class, should be invited, but that  
The Wagner Free Institute was founded expressly for the purpose of assisting those 
persons who had not the Telescope of Lord Rosse, or the Laboratory of Farrady, and who 
had not the leisure of a Hershell. It was founded for the purpose of benefitting all 
ingenious minds wether (sic) young or old, male or female, and enabling them to gather 
as much information as could be aquired (sic).136 
 
 He closed his lecture by delivering a parting thought to the audience: 
I cannot but think that this Institution is destined for a bright and prosperous career…if 
we do our duty the interist (sic) of a large part of the population of Philadelphia will be 
gathered around us and it will…continue to confer greater benefits than it has hitherto 
conferred on the inhabitants of this city. But nothing of this kind will happen, it will make 
no progress, it will gain no sympathy, and it will accomplish no good work in future 
unless we adhere, in the most strict manner, to the principals upon which it was first 
established. The Institute will not prosper as it ought unless the members manifest its 
power of usefulness by real improvement in themselves, and show by their own conduct 
and by their general elevation in the scale of society, the most convinceing (sic) proofs of 
the benefit of knowledge.137  
 
This was his charge—to create an institution that was dedicated to delivering knowledge, 
especially to those who might have least access to it.  
Although the Wagner continued to grow, in March 1859 the City Council revoked its use 
of Spring Garden Hall.138 After an unsuccessful attempt to buy the building, Wagner began 
construction of the current property on a parcel of land on “his own premises.” Architect John 
McArthur Jr. designed the building and William Wagner oversaw its construction.139 The 
construction process was “somewhat retarded by the commencement of the Great Rebellion 
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(Civil War) and its consequences.”140 The building was not completed until 1864. The original 
building included a lecture room, able to accommodate 1,300 people, a laboratory, eight 
“Professors’ apartments,” and a museum.141 
Programming was delayed further by the Civil War “on account of the great number of 
young men then absent in the army for the defence [sic] of our country.” In the meantime, the 
lecture space was used for various religious services. On May 11, 1865, almost ten years after 
the WFIS was founded, the new building was inaugurated. The first courses were held on 
Monday, May 15th of that year.142  
The WFIS grew out of the William Wagner’s own personal collection and his desire to 
share science education with all classes of people—especially those who could not afford already 
costly higher education. The next 166 years would test the idealistic origin of this institution. 
The Wagner’s New Neighborhood 
What was this new neighborhood that the Wagner Free Institute of Science moved into? 
The institute’s northern border, Montgomery Avenue, was the northern border of the city and the 
property sat adjacent to Elm Grove, William Wagner’s estate. This was originally a very rural 
part of the county, but development began in the 1840’s. It was somewhat unconventional, 
stemming mostly from the development of institutional buildings (notably the Eastern State 
Penitentiary, St. Joseph’s Hospital, and Girard College). By the time the Wagner opened, the 
institute was accessible by the 15th Street streetcar line, which stopped at Columbia Avenue (now 
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Cecil B. Moore).143 In 1861, The Philadelphia Inquirer described the neighborhood as a space 
“where improvements are progressing rapidly.”144  
In 1870, 56,624 people lived in 20th Ward and accounted for 8.4% of the total population 
of Philadelphia County.  Within the ward, 56,004 white residents accounted for 98.9% of the 
ward’s total population, a rate similar to the county’s 96.7% white population.  
 
As Figure 2 illustrates, in 1870, 19.3% of the 20th Ward was foreign born while foreign-
born residents accounted for 27.2% of the population of Philadelphia as a whole.  Census figures 
from 1870 report that nearly three-fifths (59%) of Philadelphia children (ages 5-18) were 
attending school and 90% of the adult population was literate. Comparable data is not available 
for the 20th Ward. Similarly, no education or employment data is available for the ward, but for 
the city as a whole 20.4% of adults and children were employed in manufacturing. Family size                                                         
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did not differ much between the 20th Ward’s 5.4 members per family compared to a city average 
of 5.3. The ward had more inhabitants per dwelling (6.2) compared to the city’s 6.0 inhabitants 
per dwelling. Generally, the ward’s population mirrored that of the city; it was almost entirely 
white, about one in five were immigrants, the same number were working in manufacturing, 
about two-thirds of children were in school, and neighborhood residents were living in slightly 
closer quarters than the average Philadelphian.  
 By 1871, “rows of Houses have sprung up…on old Ball club grounds, and the whole 
neighborhood is rapidly being built up.”145 The once rural institute was suddenly in the middle of 
the city.  
Gradually the old landmarks began to disappear as the population and enterprise of 
Philadelphia increased…There are thousands of…houses now being built by persons in 
this neighborhood. The convenience offered by the street cars, the healthy atmosphere 
and the general neatness of the new houses combine to make the neighborhood agreeable 
and pleasant.146 
 
The neighborhood around the Wagner was developing, with buildings going up all around the 
institute.  
The Wagner at the Close of the Century 
By 1870 the Institute had settled into its new home. Spring courses ran from March to 
June and fall courses ran from October to December. Evening lectures were offered daily 
Monday-Saturday from 8:00-9:00 pm.  The Wagner was expanding its course offerings in order 
“to dispense a liberal education, making instruction in the Natural Sciences a distinguishing 
feature, but endeavoring, as far as possible, to embrace various branches of Literature and the 
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Arts.”147 Courses were offered in paleontology, anatomy and physiology, botany, natural 
philosophy, and elocution. Ladies, as well as gentlemen, were invited to attend free of charge.148 
 After moving to its new home in 1865, William Wagner added a one story western 
addition to accommodate mineralogy laboratories, improved the physical grounds to be “more 
cheerful and inviting,” and expanded the collections. He sought to make the Wagner into a “first 
class comprehensive Technological College.” It was also noted that “attendance has been good, 
and is always on the increase.”149 
 In 1883, courses were offered in chemistry, paleontology, anatomy and physiology, 
botany, natural philosophy, and elocution and hygiene. The Wagner had received full 
“University corporate powers” and Professor Wagner hoped to add “a regular collegiate course 
of scientific instruction for which diplomas will be granted…and certificates for specialties.”150 
William Wagner died in 1885.  The founder was remembered this way:  
[Wagner acted] deeply in sympathy with the educational wants of the community…he 
planned with unusual foresight and put into executions…a scheme for bringing a liberal 
education to the people. He saw that a higher education was, under existing conditions, 
within reach of only a few of those who needed and were fit to acquire it. He saw also 
that the gap between the public system of common school education and the higher 
education of the university or college was, to the majority of people, an almost 
impassable gulf.151 
 
After his death, new leadership came to the Wagner in both Samuel Wagner, the new president, 
and Joseph Leidy, who took over academic control.152 Both men shared Wagner’s progressive 
vision.  
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 Joseph Leidy was a leading natural scientist of the era. He was the chair of anatomy at the 
University of Pennsylvania and the director of the Academy of Natural Sciences. Under Leidy’s 
direction, the Institute added a program of scientific research and he recurited some of the most 
notable scientists of the time to the faculty. Many scientific expeditions were undertaken under 
Leidy’s direction, which augmented the existing collections. Leidy also reorganized and 
renovated the exhibition hall. It re-opened as the museum in 1891.153 In his reorganization, Leidy 
developed a “systematic display in which specimens and cases were arranged so that visitors 
moved from simpler to more complex organisms and through geologic time as they walked 
through the exhibition hall.”154 Effectively, Leidy used the museum space to illustrate the new 
theory of evolution.   
Samuel Wagner “spearheaded the movement to provide a public library system for the 
city.” Like William Wagner, he 
was also committed to the 
cause of public education and, 
with the Board of Trustees, 
opened the first branch of the 
Philadelphia Free Library at the 
Wagner in 1892. Originally, 
this was housed in several classrooms, but in 1901 a west wing was added to house the library.155 
This circulating library was considered an “integral part of the educational growth” of 
Philadelphia.156  
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Image 5: Sketch of western addition  
from Wagner Free Institute of Science, 1995: 1  
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The free lectures were still an important part of the Wagner after William Wagner’s 
death. In 1886 2,416 attendees went to 21 lectures. By 1895 that number had jumped to 22,762 
attendees at 105 lectures.157 Even after his death, the progressive spirit of William Wagner lived 
on in his institution and its popularity grew under new leadership. 
The Neighborhood at the Turn of the Century 
 
 By 1890, the 29th and 32nd Wards (now the wards 
closest to the Wagner) had a population of 84,809 
representing only 8% of the city population. Whites 
comprised 98% of the ward, similar to the city’s rate of 
96.1%. Now, 17.8% of the ward population was foreign 
born, compared to the city average of 25.7%. The 1890 US 
Census also reported that 58.9% of Philadelphians between 
the ages of 5-20 were attending school. 
By 1910, the Wagner was closest to the 47th and 32nd Wards.  The  population was 70,295 
accounting for less than 4.5% of the city’s total population. 
Just under two-thirds (63.3%) of the ward’s young people, 
ages six to twenty, were attending school while in the city as 
a whole, 58% of Philadelphians in the same age group were in school.  
Not only were higher percentages of the ward’s young people attending school but also 
the neighborhood was undergoing shifts in race and nativity. In 1910, 91% of the ward was 
white.  At the same time, the city as a whole was still 94.5% white.  Foreign-born residents made 
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up 15.3% of the ward compared to 24.7% for the city as a whole. These two groups accounted 
for about a quarter of the population.  East of Broad Street an “industrial village” was 
developing, but west of Broad “the scene changed dramatically to one of elegant row houses and 
impressive, well-constructed town houses with brick facades, mansard roofs, and granite stoops” 
and was “home, until the 1920s, of Philadelphia’s new business and professional classes and 
many nouveau riche entrepreneurs.”158 The neighborhood remained a well-educated, white 
community. 
New Century, New Growth  
 The era up to World War II were the years of the greatest growth and expansion of 
Wagner programming. The Free Library branch led to the creation of children’s education 
programs. The Institute added a “Children’s Hour,” overseen by the library staff, and special 
lectures for school children on Tuesday 
afternoons. These were short, illustrated 
lectures intended to teach travel, science, 
history and biography lessons.159 
From 1905-1917, University 
Extension Lectures were offered in 
conjunction with the American Society for 
the Extension of University Teaching and 
the Free Library of Philadelphia. Lectures 
covered a wide range of topics, “usually 
outside of the scope of the regular Institute 
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courses.”160 The University Extension movement was, in many ways, a precursor to community 
colleges. The goal was to “bring the university to the people when the people cannot come to the 
university.”161 These courses were often held in the evening to attract workingmen and were 
targeted at lower social classes. The goal was not to see these people as “objects of pity,” but 
recognized, like William Wagner, the high cost of education. They were for people who “show 
talent and industry and willingness and desire to improve themselves…who ought not be shut out 
from advantages open to other people, persons with whom they might perhaps compete 
successfully.”162 The University Extension movement “expanded on the public education ideals 
that William Wagner had espoused fifty years earlier.”163 It is very fitting that the Wagner 
embraced the University Extension program.  
In 1923 John G. Rothe became the first director of the Wagner. In 1925 Carl Boyer was 
appointed to the position of curator. The next year, electric lighting was added to the museum.  
The Wagner continued to conduct research, operate a reference library, which was open Monday 
to Friday from 9am-9:30pm, and a museum, which was open Wednesday and Saturday from 
2pm-5pm. The adult education programs continued as the main aspect of the Wagner’s 
programs.164  Courses were offered each term and "at the close of each course of lectures an 
examination is held, to which those who have attended the classes are admitted, and on passing 
such an examination the pupil is awarded a certificate…The lecture courses are arranged to cover 
a given topic in four successive years, and to those who hold certificates for each of these 
courses a full-term certificate is issued."165 The museum, research library and free library were 
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seen as resources to “illustrate” the lectures and provide “abundant opportunities for collateral 
learning.”166  
The lectures were the greatest programmatic success and drew the greatest audience.  
Figure 3-6 map the home addresses for students within the neighborhood boundary (indicated in 
blue lines). In 1900, 16,791  attendees heard 103 lectures. That number reached an all time high 
in 1906 with 24,087 heard 122 lectures. By 1910 it was at, a still impressive, 18,940 attendees 
heard 120 lectures. This dropped to 13,210 attending 107 lectures in 1915 and 4,609 over 125 
lectures in 1920. The Wagner Roll Books also show where students lived. In 1905, 10% of 
student lived within a half mile of the Wagner building (Figure 3). This grew to 13% in 1910 
(Figure 4), but dropped to 6% and 7% in 1915 (Figure 5) and 1920 (Figure 6) respectively.  
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Figure 3: Neighborhood Attendance, 1905 
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Figure 4: Neighborhood Attendance, 1910 
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Figure 5: Neighborhood Attendance, 1915 
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Figure 6: Neighborhood Attendance, 1920
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 Public education was still very much on the minds of Wagner staff. In 1926, science 
teachers in Philadelphia Public Schools got transferable credits in General Science in a 
partnership between the Wagner, Temple University, and the Division of Science Teaching.167 
 Programmatic expansion continued through the 1930’s. In 1929 Carl Boyer was 
promoted to Director and in 1931, John Wagner took over as president of the Board, succeeding 
his father Samuel T. Wagner. John Wagner was described as a “young man of energy and ideas, 
and under his forceful personality the Institute will not only hold its position in the educational 
field of Philadelphia, but will stride toward even greater attainments.”168  
John Wagner was very successful at this. Attendance at the Wagner’s events increased 
dramatically. Figure 7 
shows attendance from 
1906-1939. Attendance 
peaked in 1906, but 
declined until 1930. It 
reached a second peak 
in the mid 1930’s. By 
1930 it was up to 7,611 
attendees over 125 lectures and it grew to 13,652 over 131 lectures by 1935.  
Neighborhood attendance also increased, although slightly earlier. In 1925, 14% of 
students were coming from the neighborhood, in 1930 it peaked at 18% and in 1935 it was at 
12%. This is illustrated in Figure 8-11. 
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Figure 8, Neighborhood Attendance, 1925 
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Figure 9: Neighborhood Attendance, 1930 
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Figure 10: Neighborhood Attendance, 1935 
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Figure 11: Neighborhood Attendance, 1940
The U.S. Census Bureau collected no neighborhood data in 1920 or 1930, but Hilty 
suggests that the neighborhood began to transition from a wealthy neighborhood towards a more 
middle or working class neighborhood in the 1920’s.169 Since attendance blossomed during the 
Great Depression, the extended high attendance from the neighborhood between 1925-1940 may 
suggest that this area faced an increased economic burden.  
From 1900 to the start of World War II, the Wagner increased programming and focused 
on public education. They opened the first branch of the Free Library, added university extension 
lectures, increased enrollment and attracted more students from the neighborhood. This was the 
most rapid programmatic expansion for the Wagner. But things changed quickly. 
A Neighborhood in Flux 
The Wagner’s attendance dropped drastically in the mid-1940s, its neighborhood also 
underwent major demographic changes. When the Wagner opened in the mid-1800s, it was in a 
nearly all white neighborhood. By 1940, the percentage of whites in census tracts 32C, 32D, 
47A, and 47B (the four track area around the Wagner) dropped to 35.7%.  By 1960, whites 
comprised less than 5% of the population around the museum (illustrated in Figure 12). The city 
would not reach its lowest population of white residents until 2000, when about 45% of 
Philadelphians were white. 
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Once, the neighborhood outperformed the city in educational achievement. As Figure 13 
shows, even in 1940, only 1.7% of the neighborhood had never gone to school compared with 
5.1% in the city. However, the city reduced that number to 2.3% by 1970 while the 
neighborhood saw an increase to 2.7% of residents who had never attended school. In the 1940 
census, tracts around the Wagner had more adults who never went to high school, (68.5% for the 
neighborhood and 60.2% for the city in 1940), fewer adults who completed high school (24.7% 
for the neighborhood and 26.5% for the city in 1940), and fewer adults who went to college 
(4.5% for the neighborhood and 6.5% for the city in 1940). By 2000, the issues only persisted or 
got worse. Sixty years later 41.9% of the neighborhood did not make it to high school, while the 
city cut that number to 28.8% of adults. More neighborhood residents completed some high 
school than in the city (34.1% of residents attended some high school compared to 33.3% of 
Philadelphians) but the college attainment gap grew (20.2% of the neighborhood residents 
attended some college or beyond whereas the 30.4% of Philadelphians had this educational 
attainment) This grew from a two-point difference in 1940 to a 10.2 point difference in 2000. 
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Figure 13: Educational Attainment, Philadelphia County v. Neighborhood, 1940-2000 
  
  
The census tracts under consideration had an unemployment rate that was consistently 
higher than the city. In 1940, the neighborhood had 15.6% unemployment, while the city was at 
9.6% unemployment, as illustrated in Figure 14. In 2000, the neighborhood had dropped to 28% 
unemployment, while the city rose to 11%.  
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For those who were employed, type of employment also differed between the 
neighborhood and the city. The top six categories for employment in the neighborhood were 
clerical and sales positions, craftsmen and foremen, operatives, domestic service workers, non-
domestic service workers, and laborers. Figure 15 shows that the city as a whole maintained 
higher rates of clerical/sales and craftsmen/foremen positions (in 1940, 22.8% and 14.6% 
respectively for the city and 13.8% and 9.0% respectively for the neighborhood). These tend to 
be higher skilled, higher paid positions. The neighborhood maintained higher rates of domestic 
and non-domestic service workers and laborers. In 1940 the city had 10.4% of its population 
employed as non-domestic service workers, whereas the neighborhood had 17.2% of its 
population in the same careers; 5% of city residents were laborers compared to 11% of 
neighborhood residents, but the greatest divide was for domestic service workers, which 
employed 4.3% of Philadelphians and 16.1% of neighborhood residents. These are lower wage, 
less skilled positions.  
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Figure 15: Employment by sector Philadelphia County v. Neighborhood, 
1940-1960   
  
  
  
The neighborhood transformed from a wealthy white population in the 1920s to a poor 
black population by the 1940s. Suddenly, the neighborhood represented the population, people 
with very limited access to higher education, that William Wagner most wanted to serve.  
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Closing the Gates: The Wagner after WWII 
Decades earlier, William Wagner had established his institution to educate working class 
people and to address the gap in access to higher education. Since his institute’s founding, that 
gap not only persisted, but grew. With the neighborhood changing so drastically in the time 
between 1920-1940, it was time for the WFIS to live out the ideals embodied by its founder and 
namesake. However, as attendance slipped throughout the 1940s, the Wagner seemed to retreat 
farther and farther behind its gates. 
The 1940’s averaged 3,921 attendees a year for, an average, of 98 lectures. This 
continued to drop in the 1950’s to an average of 3,545 per year over 81 lectures and bottomed in 
the 1960’s with an average 2,314 students per year over 81 lectures.  Figure 16 shows total 
attendance from 1886-1978. 
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 Similarly, shown in Figure 17, there were reductions in the number of students coming 
from the neighborhood. In 1945 no students came from the neighborhood and in 1950, only 3% 
of students were local.  
 
Instead of reaching out to a neighborhood population who could use the educational 
services of the Wagner, attendance, especially neighborhood attendance shrank. In 1955 the 
Wagner began to offer “free-off street parking…on the lawn in the rear of the building.”170 This 
suggests that students both had to drive into the Wagner and that the neighborhood was not be 
considered a safe place to park. In 1962 the Free Library branch was closed. Finally, in 1970 the 
Wagner moved its adult education courses, the crown jewel of its programming, off site. The 
1969 announcement cited the Wagner’s desire to “make the courses more conveniently available 
to residents of other sections of the city.”171 Current Director, Susan Glassman, said that through 
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the 1960’s the Wagner struggled to get students to come up to the Wagner site, a fact reflected in 
the low attendance figures.172  
Over the course of 35 years, 26 different locations (including the Wagner Free Institute of 
Science building) have been used for the adult education courses. Through 1980, most of the 
courses were offered at the Northeast Branch Library. It has been used for off site courses 61 
times in 39 years. Currently the Wagner lists the Academy of Natural Sciences, the American 
Philosophical Society museum, the City Institute Branch of the Free Library, the Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Saint Joseph’s University, the 
University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, and the Wynnefield 
Branch of the Free Library as its off site course locations. Figure X shows which sites have been 
used for adult education courses, when they were used, and how many times each site was used. 
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Figure 18: Map of Off-Site Locations, 1970-2009
 
Key:  
Sites in RED were used once 
Sites in YELLOW were used 2-4 times 
Sites in GREEN were used 5-9 times 
Sites in LIGHT BLUE were used 10-19 times 
Sites in BLUE were used 20-29 times 
Sites in PURPLE were used 30+ times 
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 This move out of the neighborhood did seem to increase attendance. Through the 1970s 
annual attendance averaged 3,342 attendees per year over 76 courses, an increase of 1,000 
students per year from the previous decade. While the programming moved off site, the museum 
expanded its hours to Monday through Friday from 10am-5pm.173  
 As the neighborhood around the Wagner changed, the Wagner began to distance itself: 
gated parking was offered, the Free Library branch closed, and courses were moved off site.  
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The Neighborhood in Stagnation 
Through the 1960s cities across America were facing an increasingly distressed black 
community and Philadelphia was no exception. The summer of 1964, “Freedom Summer” in 
many parts of the country, saw race riots in North Philadelphia. On August 28, 1964 Odessa 
Bradford and her husband Rush got into an argument with two police officers, just 0.6 miles 
from the Wagner, on the corner of 23rd Street and Columbia Avenue (now Cecil B. Moore). 
Violence escalated as bystanders began attacking the officers. The Bradfords were arrested and 
the policemen were injured. By the evening, groups of looters were smashing and raiding stores 
along Columbia Avenue.  
“The riot signaled the beginning of the end of North Philadelphia as a largely working-
poor neighborhood…Many of the stores never reopened, and the neighborhood began its descent 
into the chaos of an underclass realm,”174 this sentiment was echoed by Susan Glassman and 
community leader, Denise Ripley. Ripley remembers growing up in a neighborhood with a 
vibrant black merchant class. She talked about the black owned corner stores and barbershops 
that used to line Cecil B. Moore Avenue. She recalled the looting from the riots, she was only 
eight at the time, and felt it was sad that black people were attacking black businesses, but she 
also empathized with the rioters who were oppressed, who could not get jobs, and who were 
angry.175  
Race riots were just one problem facing the neighborhood. Temple University had been 
expanding its main campus since the 1950s. Temple often butted heads with community leaders 
over the encroachment of the university. In 1969, President Anderson declared a moratorium on 
Temple expansion east of 12th Street until Temple and community leaders could come to an 
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agreement. In December of 1969, Temple staff, community leaders, and government 
representatives met at the Norris Homes housing project to discuss an agreement. After three 
weeks of “intense, frequently heated discussions” the conversations collapsed with no 
agreement.176 Few institutions were actively working to provide economic or social services in 
this neighborhood.  
The Census Bureau began collecting poverty rates in 1970. The neighborhood maintained 
substantially higher poverty rates than the city’s. As Figure 19 shows, in 1970, 39.3% of 
neighborhood residents lived in poverty compared to the city’s 11.2%. That number spiked in 
1980 to 53% compared to a city wide 16.6%. That number dropped to 40.3% in 2000 while the 
city’s rate rose to 18.4%. However the neighborhood poverty rates have always been more than 
double the city’s.    
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 The neighborhood continued to be a poor African American community with few 
opportunities for economic or educational advancement. 
An Era of Rebirth: The Wagner 1960-Today 
 While the Wagner struggled to serve the adults in its community, it was successful in 
serving the children. In 1961 Museum Lessons were available to school children. They were led 
by Dr. Lily A Weierback and used “museum specimens, laboratory demonstrations and motion 
pictures” to supplement the instruction, which aligned with the standards of the Philadelphia 
Board of Education.177  
 In 1964 Robert Summers was hired for Museum Education and in 1965 a Youth Science 
Center was opened. This served junior high and high school students in the summer and after 
school to “study basic science by performing supervised self-teaching experiments and original 
work.”  All of the activities of the Youth Science Center were free of charge.178  
 In 1966 Museum Lessons were brought back and were tremendously popular. In the 
1960’s the Museum Lessons served an average of 4,823 students a year, more than twice the 
number of adults that were served. While these program were open to any school class that was 
interested, many neighborhood schools utilized the program. Denise Ripley remembers walking 
to field trips at the Wagner from Meade School in the 1960s.179  
 In 1973, programs explicitly for neighborhood children began. The Youth Science Center 
was converted to a summer program for elementary school students. The description read, “the 
program operates during the summer and is designed for students from schools located in the 
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area around the Institute."180 By 1978 this was expanded to include students from around the 
city.181  
In 1981, John C. Graham, the former Museum Educator, was promoted to director. Under 
his direction, children’s programming continued to grow.  In 1982, the Youth Science Center 
changed again into a Nature Science Camp.182 Also in 1982, a Hands on Discovery Room was 
opened for “special after-school nature crafts workshops.”183 In 1984 the Museum Education 
staff was expanded to a three-person team.184  
 
Image 8: Students visiting the Wagner c. 1987 from Wagner Free Institute of Science, 1987 
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As the neighborhood changed around the Wagner, the financial support of the Wagner 
stagnated. Glassman explained that, until that point, the WFIS operated off of the original 
endowment of William Wagner. He also owned several properties around the Institute and the 
rent from these buildings had supported the programs. Through the 1960s these properties were 
sold off and that money, as well as the endowment, kept the programming running. Because of 
the slim operating budget, the Board of Trustees had not refurbished the building.185  
In the 1980’s new fundraising efforts186 and the bequests of two donors allowed the 
Wagner to re-invest in its building.187 The board was faced with a decision: update itself into a 
modern science center or preserve its historic building. They opted for the second, describing 
themselves as a “rare surviving example of a functioning Victorian Museum, which we often 
refer to as a ‘museum of a museum.’”188 In December 1990 the Institute was added to the 
National Register of Historic Places and was designated a National Historic Landmark by the 
National Park Service.189 Preserving the building became part of the Wagner’s mission.190  
However, the other part of the mission was still to provide free science education to the 
public.191 In 1992 a geologist who had worked with the Wagner started a new program called 
GeoKids. This changed the Wagner’s science education from one-time experiences to an 
extended project.192 As part of the program, “real” scientists worked with the elementary school 
students. Dr. Karen Snetselaar was one of the visiting scientists and in 2002 she helped formalize 
the program into a partnership with St. Josephs University, where she is the Chair and Professor 
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of Biology. She obtained a National Science Foundation grant to fund graduate and 
undergraduate students to participate in the program.  
The program works exclusively with schools in North Philadelphia. For Susan Glassman, 
keeping the program in North Philadelphia is important. To her, this helps live out the vision of 
William Wagner. These students have some of the least access to science, they go to school in 
one of the poorest section of the city, and Glassman believes it would be silly for the Wagner to 
consider other schools.193  
 
Figure 20: Map of GeoKids Sites, 2013                                                         
193 Interview with Glassman, February 15, 2013 
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The four schools GeoKids works with, mapped in relation to the WFIS in Figure 20, are 
Gesu, Meade, Kearny, and Reynolds Schools. Gesu School is an independent Catholic School 
that serves pre-kindergarten to 8th grade. The other three schools, Meade, Kearny, and Reynolds, 
are neighborhood elementary schools. All are majority African American, 94.3%, 84.3% 92.9% 
respectively, and majority economically disadvantaged, 94.9% 85.6%, 97.1% respectively. These 
schools generally underperform the school district average in educational achievement. Student 
achievement on the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) test is shown in Figure 
21. The only scores to match or exceed the district averages in 2011-2012 were 8th grade math at 
Meade, 3rd grade reading and 8th grade math and reading at Kearny.194 
School 3rd Grade Math 3rd Grade Reading 8th Grade Math 8th Grade 
Reading 
District Average 50% 45% 53% 58% 
Meade 23% 27% 58% 35% 
Kearny 45% 45% 54% 63% 
Reynolds 37% 30% 36% 33% 
Figure 21: PSSA Scores 
showing percent of students who received advanced or proficient scores, 2011-2012 
While GeoKids is now a successful program for the Wagner, Saint Joseph’s and the 
elementary schools, it got off to a rough start. In 2002, the program received a three year grant 
from the National Science Foundation. After the first year, Dr. Snetselaar was not sure if the 
program would continue. The teachers were worried that the university students were going to 
talk down to them and the university students entered with a misperception of what elementary 
school teachers do. If the grant did not fund the program for three years, Dr. Snetselaar is not 
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sure that the program would have made it past the first year, but the program was able to 
improve.   
Dr. Snetselaar believes that all three partners, the Wagner, Saint Joseph’s, and the 
elementary schools, bring something to the table. The Wagner provides training in working with 
elementary schools, especially urban elementary schools; Saint Joseph’s provides the scientific 
knowledge; and the schools provide access and teacher and principal support. The university 
students and Wagner staff meet each week to discuss their work. They focus on teaching process 
skills, such as observation, that align with the School District of Philadelphia curriculum. The 
program is currently designed for Kindergarten to 5th grade students and it scaffolds learning, so 
each year builds on the knowledge developed in the year before. 
Since 2002, 3,506 students have been served by GeoKids. The schools were picked by 
the Wagner based on principal and teacher interaction. The program requires a high amount of 
buy in from the principals, who select which classrooms GeoKids will work with. Demand for 
the program is very high, which Dr. Snetselaar sees as an indication of the program’s success. 
For the university students (at this point 47 graduate and undergraduate students have 
participated) the program provides two main benefits. It makes them better and more engaged 
scientists. Snetselaar believes that scientists who can explain their work to a 5th grader will be 
better prepared to enter the professional science world, but also working with 5th graders, seeing 
wide-eyed elementary school students amazed at the “coolness” of science, reminds the 
university students why they began a career in science. A third benefit is that it provides students 
with a way to help. As Dr. Snetselaar describes it, these students have traveled through 
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Philadelphia and have seen the “islands of poverty” scattered around the city. GeoKids gives 
them a way to get involved.195  
While children’s education is an incredibly important and effective part of the Wagner’s 
mission, it still runs adult education programming as well. The number of courses offered each 
year dropped to four through the late 1970’s, but increased to about six per year through the 
1990’s and is up to eight to ten in more recent years. Figure 22 shows the number of courses 
offered from 1911-2006. 
 
 Attendance at both the courses and the monthly lectures is high. In the course I observed 
there were usually 30 students each session, most of whom came each week, and well over 100 
people attended each special lecture I observed at the Wagner building. Most of this audience is 
white. After observing the special lectures, I would estimate that at least 90% of the students 
were white with slightly less, 85%, in the adult science classes. I also observed that most of the 
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audience was either young, in their 20 or 30’s, or older, 60+. Very few middle aged or parenting 
adults seemed to attend the lectures or classes. Susan Glassman also sees this bifurcation in the 
age of the audience.196 
 I conducted a group interview with students from the Spring 2013 Vertebrate Anatomy 
class, who were very enthusiastic about the courses. All of my interviewees were white men in 
their 40’s or older. Several of the men participate in science in other ways, Mark works for the 
Chemical Heritage Foundation, Allen is an amateur naturalist, and Dennis is a volunteer at the 
Academy of Natural Sciences. All had taken at least one other course and had visited the Wagner 
building. Mark described the Wagner as “kind of a secret.” Dr. Jason Downs, the course 
instructor, agreed. Downs saw the Wagner as a “secret society” that most people had never heard 
of.  
All those I interviewed had visited the museum space. But for most of them, the museum 
was a historical space rather than a scientific space. For Michael, the history was what drew him 
to the museum. He described himself as being interested in Victorian things and found the 
Wagner to be an excellent example of a Victorian museum. Dr. Downs viewed the museum as an 
illustration of how science was displayed to the public in the 1800’s. Only Allen talked about its 
scientific significance. He, like William Wagner, is an amateur collector and imagines his 
collections to be similar to Wagner’s personal collection.  
 Dennis and Mark agreed that the instructors at the Wagner were very good. Dennis 
appreciated how much personal time and dedication the instructors put into each course. Allen 
enjoyed when another instructor brought in actual fossils to augment the lectures. For Downs this 
was important too, he believes that the Wagner museum helps to illustrate the science making it 
more consumable to a broad audience without talking down to people.                                                          
196 Interview with Glassman, February 15, 2013 
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In addition to the high caliber of instruction, several students found the courses 
convenient. Dennis was tremendously impressed at how much the Wagner was able to 
accomplish on a “shoestring budget.” While Allen appreciated the “free” science, he felt 
compelled to donate and fortunate that membership was something he could afford. Dennis 
pointed out that the Academy used to charge a ten-cent admission fee to discourage lay people 
from visiting. However, he sees the Wagner as something different.  He believes the Wagner is 
about free science education, this mission is important to him because Dennis thinks that too 
many people are scientifically illiterate. For Mark the courses are free and easy to get to from his 
home near the art museum. Allen, who lives in New Jersey, also finds the off-site locations easy 
to get to. But Dennis and Downs felt that the events at the Wagner itself were harder to access. 
Downs tried to get to the Wagner from Swarthmore, but said that if you do not have a car it is 
hard to get there. He hoped that lectures could be later and more wide spread throughout the city. 
Dennis agreed with the timing issue; for people who are working getting to a 5:30pm lecture is 
hard. Allen agreed that more weekend programming would be better. 
While making lectures later seemed like an option, most of the men felt the neighborhood 
was dangerous. Mark described his first visit to the Wagner. He and his wife took a cab from 
their home and drove through some of the “worst sections of Philadelphia.” When they left, they 
walked towards Broad Street and were surprised to see how close the institute was to Temple 
University. They were not able to tell this from the area around the Wagner itself. Michael feels 
safer since Wagner is located across the street from a police station. While Dennis feels 
comfortable in most parts of Philadelphia, he added that he thinks the Wagner is too far west of 
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Temple. He feels that Temple is increasing its presence in North Philadelphia and the Wagner 
should do more work with Temple.197  
Today, the Wagner continues to run high quality adult science education. It also does an 
excellent job serving neighborhood children with rigorous programming. But neighborhood 
adults seem to be missing from the audience.  
One Neighborhood, Two Communities 
Dennis is not the only one who thinks that Temple is increasing its presence in North 
Philadelphia. Under former president Peter Liacouras, Temple envisioned itself transforming 
from a commuter school to a university “with a firm, vibrant residential presence.”198 To do this, 
he coined the term “Temple Town” and worked to encourage economic development in the 
neighborhood. This was incredibly successful. In the fall of 1999 there were 19,285 full-time 
undergraduate students. That number jumped to 30,034 in 2008, a 56% increase in ten years.199  
 This influx of Temple students is reflected in the demographic change in the 
neighborhood. For the entire four census tract area, the white population grew from 2.9% in 2000 
to 26.9% in 2010. This can be seen in Figure 23. 
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However, this rapid demographic change is even starker if the data is broken down to the 
specific census tract. In 2000, census tracts 147, 148, 152, and 153 had African American 
populations of 96.3%, 98.7%, 97.3%, and 88% respectively. By 2010 those same four tracts were 
respectively 43%, 90.1%, 94.2% and 45% African American. Tracts 147 and 153, where the 
African American population dropped an average of 48% in 10 years, represent the eastern half 
of the neighborhood.  
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Figure 24: Neighborhood Maps 
 
 
To the east, Liacouras’ Temple Town has been realized. Temple itself is expanding in the 
area, but much of the development is by private developers. Today, the TempleTown Realty 
group has developed over 300 apartment buildings in the area from Dauphin Street on the north 
to Master Street on the south and from 12th Street on the east and 17th Street on the west.200 This 
is shown in purple lines on Figure 24. While TempleTown Reality is not affiliated with Temple 
University, they are catering to young Temple students. This firm has rehabilitated many of the 
row homes in the eastern portion of the neighborhood. Many of these homes appear to be more 
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modern in design, as shown in Figure 24. Walking around on the streets, the population is much 
younger, in their 20’s, and white. While observing the neighborhood, the area from Broad Street 
to 16th Street and Cecil B. Moore to Diamond Street have high numbers of Temple students 
(identified as people wearing Temple University apparel) or other younger, white residents.  
This geographic space is reinforced by other institutions. At a recent Community Meeting 
at the Police Office located across the street from the Wagner, a police officer cautioned 
attendees about being safe in the neighborhood. While he could not ensure security, he talked 
about a “safe zone” (indicted in orange on Figure 24) that ran from Lehigh Avenue to Girard 
Avenue and from 12th Street to 16th Street. This area centers on Temple University and includes 
much of the TempleTown area. Both the police district and the TempleTown region speak to a 
narrow portion of a larger neighborhood.  
  
Image 9: Temple University dorm 
construction on Broad Street & Cecil 
B. Moore Ave, 2013 
Image 10: TempleTown Realty 
property with TempleTown street 
sign in background, 2013 
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The other geographic region takes up the western portion of the neighborhood. At its 
broadest, community leader Denise Ripley referred to the area as North Philly, shown on Figure 
24 in red. For her this runs from Diamond Street on the north to Girard Avenue on the south and 
from Broad Street on the east to Fairmount Park.201 Susan Glassman, Director of the Wagner 
called the neighborhood Cecil B. Moore. She said this is a term created by Beech Interplex, a 
community development corporation that has been working in the neighborhood.202 Community 
leader Vivian Van Story called the neighborhood Greenhills. She says community leaders who 
worked with the planning commission agreed to this name change (from Cabot) in October 2012. 
To her, Greenhills runs from York Street to Girard Avenue and from Broad Street to 23rd Street. 
This is the green line on Figure 24.203 
 When I walked west of 17th Street from Master Street to Susquehanna Avenue, the people 
I interacted with were mostly older, above 30, and African American. However, there were some 
shared spaces. The amount of retail on Broad Street and Cecil B. Moore Avenue made these both 
more mixed social spaces. This intersection is also the closest subway stop, making it a more 
open geographic space.  
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Image 11: No trespassing sign, 2013 Image 12: New home construction, 2013 
  
Image 13: Vacant property, 2013    Image 14: Cecil B. Moore 
Community Street Sign, 2013 
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These mark the geographic boundaries, but is this a community? Jarvis cautions: “Calling 
the populace of a poor inner city locality…a “community” is not evidence it is a community.” 
Before declaring this a neighborhood or community, I explore the literature on neighborhoods 
and then see if the physical spaces near the Wagner fit into any of these definitions.  
Social scientists define neighborhoods as both a place and a social space, made up of 
relationships between neighbors.. Talja Blockland described neighborhoods as a “geographically 
circumscribed, built environment that people use practically and symbolically.”204 For Susan 
Keller, there are four potential aspects of neighborhood, geographic boundaries, shared ethnic or 
cultural characteristics, “psychological unity” or a feeling of belonging together, and 
“concentrated use of an areas facilities.”205 What these authors are describing is a physical space 
that may or may not also contain a community.  
Two models for considering neighborhoods come from Blockland and Rivlin. Blockland 
sees four types of neighborhoods. The first neighborhood has no significance, neither practically 
nor socially to its residents. The next type of community has lifestyle significance, people feel at 
home, but do not identify with other residents.  The third type of neighborhood has practical 
significance; it is a space for personal expression. The last type of neighborhood has symbolic 
significance. This type of neighborhood is important for identity development and the 
relationships provide symbolic value between residents.206 Rivlin, who has a similar model, 
breaks out six patterns of neighboring. Anomic neighborhoods have neither participation nor 
identification. Transitory neighborhoods have low participation and identification by residents. 
Next, stepping stone neighborhoods have low internal commitment, but high external 
commitment. Diffuse neighborhoods have low participation by some members, but vocal                                                         
204 Blockland, 2003: 213 
205 Keller, 1968: 87 
206 Blockland, 2003: 157-165 
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leadership who might not actually represent the residents. The fifth form is a parochial 
neighborhood; this has high interaction, but low connection. Finally, the integral neighborhood 
has high interaction, participation, and identification and these things reinforce each other.207  
 These models analyze the different levels of social interaction in neighborhoods, 
effectively showing how much community is present. As discussed earlier, modern communities 
are imagined and not based on face-to-face interactions. In neighborhoods, this can be seen 
through neighbor networks. Communities create identity; they have meaning for the people who 
belong to them. Anchoring ties are important to creating meaning in neighborhoods. Finally, they 
help construct ideas of belonging. This can be seen in norms that are shared by neighbors. All of 
these ideas interact with each other and play out in different ways in different neighborhoods.  
So how do the social spaces in the neighborhood fit into these models? From 
conversations with Wagner staff and community leaders it seems like there are at least three 
social spaces in this neighborhood: Greenhills/North Philly, TempleTown, and Cecil B. Moore.   
I would categorize TempleTown as a lifestyle neighborhood or between a transitory and 
stepping stone neighborhood. Most of the residents do not really choose the neighborhood, but it 
is convenient for the school that they attend. Much of the neighborhood identity comes from its 
association with Temple University and residents would be more likely to identify as Temple 
students rather than TempleTown residents.  This space demonstrates low levels of community.  
Cecil B. Moore is, in some ways, similar to TempleTown. I would categorize it as a 
diffuse neighborhood. While there are many physical manifestations of the “community,” street 
signs and a major supporting organization, no community leaders or residents talked about or 
identified with the Cecil B. Moore name. Van Story believes that the Cecil B. Moore name was 
imposed on her community. To her it is a name that was created out of politics by former Mayor                                                         
207 Rivlin in Altman & Wandersman, 1987: 3-4 
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John Street without community input. Cecil B. Moore is part of Greenhills, but Greenhills is the 
larger area.208 If there is community in Cecil B. Moore it is synonymous with Greenhills/North 
Philly. 
Van Story’s “Greenhills” label might also be politically imposed, neither Ripley nor 
former Black Panther, Bill Brown, mentioned the Greenhills name, although all three more or 
less agreed on the same geographic space and participate in the same social organizations. In 
spite of the struggle with the name, for the residents I spoke with, Greenhills/North Philly is a 
practical neighborhood or, almost, an integral neighborhood. While this neighborhood is not 
monolithic, there seems to be a much higher level of community identity here than in 
TempleTown.  
One reason that TempleTown is a less cohesive neighborhood is the lack of children. 
Rick Grannis argues that children are incredibly important anchors for neighborhood 
communities. His research shows that households with children are more likely to know who 
their neighbors are because children are less mobile, require more resources (sometimes 
provided by neighbors), and often attend school in the neighborhood.209 Perhaps, this leads to the 
thinness of community in TempleTown.  
Because of the thinness, it could fall into John Freie’s definition of a counterfeit 
community. To him counterfeit community was “imposed from the outside” and mimics 
connections between people, without actually developing the connections.210 Temple Town was 
an idea created by Peter Liacouras and implemented by TempleTown Reality. It creates a sense 
of community by branding a certain lifestyle for its residents.  
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A much thicker version of community is seen in Greenhills/North Philly. Part of this 
could come from the greater number of children. Both Van Story and Ripley identified as 
alumnae of Meade School, an anchoring institution that was an important part of their identity 
with the community. The neighborhood was also an important memory location for Brown, 
Ripley, and Van Story. Van Story moved to the neighborhood in 1955, her family came from 
Georgia and moved north when she was three. She described it as a working class community. 
She recalled the abundance of corner stores, butchers, and drug stores. Ripley agreed with this, 
she remembers lots of black-owned stores and barbershops when she was a child. 
For Ripley, who has lived in the neighborhood for 55 years, she sees a rich history of 
community organizing. Her own mother used to help friends who were moving up from the 
South get settled. Often they would stay in Ripley’s childhood home until they were able to find 
their own houses and jobs.  
 Another reason for the thickness of Greenhills/North Philly is the presence of shared 
norms and neighbor networks.  Sally Engle Merry describes differing norms as a cause for 
neighborhood conflict, “when residents assume that there are shared standards for neighborhood 
behavior, they are less likely to have proximity problems. Shared standards for neighborhood 
life…provide a clear measure against which behavior can be judged.”211 Wood and Judikis 
pointed out that disharmonious communities are also threatening to each other.212 Neighborhood 
residents must feel that they have control of their space.213 If control is unequally distributed, the 
survival of one community could be at the expense of the other. 
 I attended a meeting that Van Story held which focused on neighborhood trash collection. 
It was clear that the women (and one man) at the meeting had different standards for acceptable                                                         
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213 Blackshaw, 2010: 99 
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trash disposal than some of their neighbors, who were not at the meeting. Van Story was vocal 
about encouraging the residents to complain directly to their neighbors when they were violating 
the norms, or laws, about trash disposal. This conflict seemed to stem from different conceptions 
of neighborliness, or the activities that build neighborhood, and different norms from different 
residents.214  
 In talking about the meeting later, Van Story explained the importance of neighbor 
networks in resolving conflict. One woman expressed reluctance to speak up to neighbors who 
she saw dumping trash. She was worried about “retaliation” from these residents. Van Story 
recognized that this was a valid fear for this woman, who was newer to the neighborhood. Unlike 
Van Story, this woman lacked social relationships in the neighborhood that Van Story believed 
would protect her from retaliatory actions.215 This models Grannis’ theory of neighbor networks, 
relationships between different neighbors and the connections of these relationships to build 
networks. These networks are valuable because neighbors provide different services to each 
other, in this case supporting each other in neighborhood conflicts.216  
Other conflicts occur between Greenhills/North Philly and TempleTown. Again, Merry 
talks about conflicts that arise from uncertainty. She said, “when the social composition of a 
neighborhood is changing, its residents experience uncertainty. They often feel unsure about who 
belongs in the neighborhood and what kind of neighborhood it is.”217 All of the community 
leaders think their neighborhood is changing. For Van Story, the neighborhood changed when 
public housing developments moved in. Van Story felt that these poorly managed, scattered sites 
led to the economic depression of the area. Especially because public housing staff wanted to 
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keep the area depressed to keep the money. She felt that there was no community input in the 
development of the public housing units.   
 This community disempowerment changed the neighborhood. She describes Philadelphia 
as a world-class city. It is home to the Liberty Bell, it is where the Constitution was signed, but 
parts of it have third world conditions. This is what she is working to address. For Van Story, the 
issue is less about economic dependence and oppression, how Ripley and Brown describe it, but 
is centered on neighborhood aesthetics and cleanliness. Van Story recalls the 1980’s when trash 
and drugs controlled the streets. The police were not able to stop them. Now the bars are closing 
and the drugs are leaving.  
 Van Story believes that this change was caused by the development by Temple. She does 
not view Temple as a problem. She believes that property rates and tax rates are going up, but 
landlords are not more attentive to their properties. Van Story recognizes that many do not like 
what Temple is doing, but she said, “I welcome Temple. I welcome the development.”218  
Denise Ripley remembers the Black Panthers who used to provide breakfast to local 
children. Bill Brown, a former Panther, described the Panthers as an organization that was built 
from the ground up. To him the feeding program was really about feeding yourself. Brown felt 
that the panther was an appropriate symbol because it is an animal that does not attack unless 
provoked. The Black Panthers worked in communities that had been “backed against a wall and 
had to come out and defend themselves and their basic rights.” 
Ripley thinks the neighborhood is still “backed against a wall.”  Ripley sees the cause as 
economic exclusion. She thinks that the black residents cannot get the economic support to 
develop their own stores and economic institutions. This is not a new thing. She believes it began 
with the Model Cities program in the 1960s, which was trying to redevelop neighborhoods and                                                         
218 Interview with Van Story, February 28, 2013 
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push people out. Now, it is people moving in from the suburbs. She also feels that the 
neighborhood changed after the 1964 riots and notes that the black-owned businesses were 
replaced with Jewish-, Chinese-, Korean-, and Dominican-owned stores.  
Long term residents are being pushed out of their houses through eminent domain or are 
being taxed out of their neighborhoods. She believes that Temple is not nice to the community. 
The development she sees is only coming from institutions, but needs to have people involved. 
She said, “[development] is not happening with us, it’s happening to us.” She described 
Temple’s expansion as neo-colonialism and the options were to “go with the flow or leave.”219 
Both Greenhills/North Philly and TempleTown “publish” norms, shown in Image X and 
Y that they encourage members to uphold. Both communities emphasize neighborhood 
cleanliness (taking out trash), respecting neighbors (being quiet), and general friendliness (saying 
hello to your neighbors, getting to know your neighbors).  
 Yet these norms differ too. The TempleTown guidelines foster a cordial neighboring 
relationship, but does not encourage deep relationship building. These norms, Image 15, 
emphasize keeping your property clean, observing parking regulations, partying respectfully. It is 
very focused on minimizing conflicts with neighbors. The only norm that encourages more is 
being a “blockster,” which means, “having your neighbors back, so they have yours.”  
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Image 15: TempleTown “Being a Good Neighbor”  
Ripley’s norms, Image 16, go beyond than, they emphasize going beyond yourself to help 
your neighbors and the institutions that support the neighborhood. These include little things like 
sitting outside of your house, keeping your blinds opens, and talking to the mailman. But they 
emphasize investing in the community, including supporting local schools, mediating conflicts, 
and having block parties.  
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Image 16: Denise Ripley, “How to Build a Community” 
These different norms get at the differences between the communities. One is a 
community that has deep roots, high neighbor networks, and investment through children. The 
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other is a transient neighborhood whose identity, in some ways, is imposed from the outside. 
Yet, these differences “acquire a broader significance: they come to symbolize differences of 
class, ethnicity, or life-style. They become conflicts because they are arenas for struggle over the 
definition of neighborhood and the rules that govern community life.”220 These two communities 
come in with very different resources and amounts of power. As Denise Ripley explained, she 
just wants her community to have a voice in the future of the neighborhood.  
 This change and conflict make this neighborhood a complex partner for the Wagner. Both 
communities, TempleTown and Greehnills/North Philly offer assets and challenges to the 
Wagner. Temple professor Seth Bruggerman described an instance where the Wagner staff found 
a drunk Temple student passed out on their lawn.221 College students are also a transient 
population who do not seem invested in the long-term outcome of the neighborhood. However, 
TempleTown could increase institutional ties to Temple University. Greenhills/North Philly 
provides a new audience for the Wagner. However, this is also an audience that has less 
education than most of the Wagner’s visitors and maybe less interest in the Wagner as it is. But 
they are also the more important audience. This is a community that, in many ways, is oppressed. 
As a long term institution in the neighborhood, the Wagner has a responsibility to think about 
this community. This responsibility will be explored in the next section.  
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Conclusion  
 In 1847 William Wagner, an amateur naturalist, began giving free science lectures at Elm 
Grove, his country estate. 166 years later, the Wagner Free Institute of Science is still providing 
free science education to thousands of adults and children each year. But more than free science 
education, William Wagner saw a need—a gap in access to elite education—and wanted to fill it.  
 This ideal was realized in the 1890’s when Joseph Leidy redesigned the museum space to 
support the theory of evolution; it was realized, in 1892, when Samuel Wagner opened the first 
branch of the Free Library at the Wagner; and it was realized in the 1960’s when John C. 
Graham was hired as Museum Educator and piloted many new children’s programs. As the 
neighborhood changed, in the 1940’s to the 1960’s, from an elite white area to a working class 
African American neighborhood, when the education gap grew, the Wagner closed its gates. 
Beginning in the 1940’s, it reduced the number of courses offered, in the 1950’s it offered gated 
parking, in 1962 it closed the library, and by 1970 it moved the adult science programming off-
site. Today, the Wagner does an excellent job serving children in the neighborhood, but struggles 
to serve the adults. 
The Wagner and its Communities 
 Like people, museums can belong to multiple communities, even at the same time.222 The 
Wagner’s Director, Susan Glassman, talked about the institute as a space for science enthusiasts. 
This is certainly an important community and on the Wagner is trying to serve. Glassman cited 
one of the benefits of off-site classes was to strengthen bonds with groups like the Academy of 
Natural Science or the Philadelphia Horticultural Society. The Wagner participates in Science on 
Tap, which seeks to “promote enthusiasm for science in a fun, spirited, and accessible way,                                                         
222 Hollins in The New Museum Community, 2010: 238 
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while also meeting new people” and is cosponsored by the Academy of Natural Sciences, the 
American Philosophical Society Museum, the Chemical Heritage Foundation, the Mutter 
Museum, and the Wagner.223  
The Wagner can, should, and does serve this community. But the Wagner can and should 
serve its neighborhood, specifically it should serve the Greenhills/North Philly community. The 
problem with belonging to multiple communities is trying to balance them—this can be 
contradictory and complex. As Claudia Ocello put it, “the new reality is that the relationship 
between any organization and the many “communities” it serves is complex and contradictory—
and always changing.”224 Science lovers and neighborhood residents are not mutually exclusive, 
but neither are they synonymous. But how can the Wagner justify serving one community over 
the other?225 They must consider their history, location, and responsibility when examining the 
communities they should serve.  
The Wagner should serve Greenhils/North Philly because William Wagner wanted an 
institution that provided high quality education to those who could not access it. The Wagner 
should serve this community because it has a long history in the neighborhood and its building 
provides a physical stake in a geographic space. The Wagner should serve community because, 
as Glassman said when talking about elementary school programs, when the neighborhood is 
underserved with persistently high levels of poverty, it would be silly not to.  
In the end, the Wagner has the responsibility to serve its community because it is the 
right thing to do. However, the responsibilities are not so linear. The Wagner, as an institution, is 
both a mission and a building, these spaces have responsibilities to each other and each has 
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responsibilities to the community. The community, in turn, has responsibilities to the Wagner. 
Figure 25 illustrates these layers of responsibility.  
Figure 25: Wagner Responsibility 
 
To the building: The mission of the Wagner was expanded to preserve this historic space. 
The institute has a responsibility to continue to renovate and maintain the historic landmark. The 
community has a responsibility to preserve its history and protect this building as the 
neighborhood changes around it.  
To the mission: The building must further the mission of the Wagner. If, as a space, it can 
no longer help provide free science education, it is hard to justify maintenance of the building. 
The community, if engaged appropriately, is responsible for consuming the educational activities 
of the Wagner.  
To the community: In order for the Wagner to receive buy in from the community, both 
the building and the mission must support the assets and the needs of the neighborhood. The 
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Wagner cannot assume if the doors are open everyone is equally welcome. If it is, then the other 
parts of the responsibility triad can be realized.  
Breaking Down the Gates: Suggestions to the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
 Serving the neighborhood is not as simple as providing a free museum and free science 
education. There are many barriers to access. A common barrier is lack of relevance. If people 
do not feel that the museum meets their needs, they will be less interested in the institution.226 
Modern museums, democratic museums, have the “obligation to work to make the people 
come.”227 
Rarely these barriers are about economics, but they often about cultural capital,228 “even 
if there is no admission charge to enter, attendance is voluntary and working-class people do not 
have cultural capital to feel comfortable in these spaces and to understand how to decode the 
objects.”229 Pierre Bourdieu and Alain Darbel say, “Free entry is also optional entry, reserved for 
those who, equipped with the ability to appropriate the works of art, have the privilege of making 
use of this freedom, and who thence find themselves legitimated in their privilege, that is, in their 
ownership of the means of appropriation of cultural goods.”230 When museums try to reach a 
“general audience” often means a college educated, white, sighted, able bodied, and English 
speaking audience—this turns some people away from museums, even if cost is not an issue.231  
At the Wagner, there are both internal and external barriers to access. Museum staff and 
the Board of Trustees must be willing to, sincerely, embark on this endeavor and really make it a 
part of museum.232 They will likely receive pushback from the neighborhood. However, museum                                                         
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staff should meet with residents and build on the networks and institutions that make 
Greenhills/North Philly a thick community. Wagner staff members should also build upon the 
relationships they already have. These include previous work with Beech Interplex, the Police 
Office, and the schools they already partner with through GeoKids. Ultimately, community 
members must find value in the Wagner, feel that they have a voice in the museum, and build 
trusting relationships with the staff.233 
One of the external barriers might be quite literal; foreboding gates surround the mostly 
vacant yard around the Wagner. If community members can be brought behind the gates, perhaps 
they will choose to return. 
One way the Wagner could bring more community members behind the gates is through 
a community gardening program. The American Community Gardening Association described 
community gardens as diverse, growing things like “flowers, vegetables, or community.”234 On 
the local level, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society also has a vibrant community gardening 
program. They describe Philadelphia as a “city of community gardens” and see gardens as 
“serene spaces” that “promote health and nutrition, improve local economies, and allow 
neighbors to come together for a common interest.”235  
As these descriptions suggest, community gardens are about more than just gardening. 
According to the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, community gardens provide a space for 
neighborhood outreach. In a West Philadelphia community garden, neighbors used the space for 
cookouts and concerts. Gardens can be a space for community organizing. In a Callowhill 
community garden, residents came together at the garden, which presented “a visible sign and 
                                                        
233 Black, 2012: 208, Conwill & Roosa, 2003: 2, Crooke, 2007: 131, Hezekiah in Harvey & Friedberg, 1969: 3, 
Katan, Kinard, and Hezekiah in Harvey & Friedberg, 1969: 31, Lynch in Marstine, 2011: 160 
234 American Community Garden Association, What is a Community Garden? 
235 Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Community Gardens 
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message that we are a community.” This helped them advocate for more green space and better 
street lights in their community. Finally, the Horticultural Society hopes that community gardens 
become hubs for their communities. In another West Philadelphia gardens, organizers saw the 
garden as “a safe meeting place for people who would not normally have the opportunity to 
interact.” This neighborhood, like the neighborhood around the Wagner, was a diverse 
community, where people “from a range of cultures, ages, and economic classes come together,” 
but the garden provided them a shared social space.236 Community gardening could enhance the 
Wagner’s programming and increase community space.  
When Dr. Snetselaar described GeoKids, she talked about the benefits each group, (the 
School District, the Wagner, and St. Joseph’s University) got from the project. Likewise, as the 
Wagner thinks about its community, each group must get something out of it.237 Museum-
community partnerships are not equal relationships.238 The museum inherently has more power 
(especially in this situation where a fairly well educated, white institution is interacting with a 
less educated, poor, African American community) and must work to ensure that the community 
partner does not feel “manipulated, exploited, or skeptical.”239  
For the Wagner, there would be benefits to both the building and the mission, as shown in 
Figure 26. The area around the building could receive more vibrant landscaping, which would 
make the Wagner more inviting to passersby and might cause more people to visit. Also, the 
neighborhood community would be more invested in the building and more interested in 
preserving this historic space.  
                                                        
236 Community Gardens: Beyond Gardening, 2001 
237 Bloom & Powell, 1984: 96 
238 Lynch in Marstine, 2011: 147 
239 Hirzy, 2002: 16 
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For the mission, community gardens would add another free science program, 
specifically targeted at neighborhood adults. It would also strengthen institutional ties between 
the Wagner and the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, another local science institution that they 
already have a relationship with.  
The garden would also benefit the neighborhood. It would provide a new social space and 
increase ties between neighbors. This is especially important for a neighborhood undergoing 
rapid demographic change. It could allow old and new residents to interact and reduce friction 
between the two communities.  
Most importantly, the garden could help give community control to Greenhills/North 
Philly residents. Denise Ripley feels like neighborhood changes are happening to residents not 
with residents. The garden could provide community organizing skills and support to actively 
determine their neighborhoods future. Museum-community engagement helps “transition from 
control of a community by those who are not members of the community to control by those who 
are.”240  
 
                                                        
240 Fuller in Sandell, 2002: 7 & Murakami in Crooke, 2007: 25 
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Figure 26: Benefits of Community Gardens 
 
William Wagner said the original feeling of the institute is “that feeling is the love of knowledge 
and the desire to Communicate it through all ranks of the community, and especially to those, to 
whom it is most valuable, but who are least able to provide means of instruction to 
themselves.”241 The greatest benefit of community engagement would be allowing the Wagner 
Free Institute of Science to continue that feeling.   
                                                        
241 Wagner, 1856: 3  
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